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Quarterly Report of the Receiver
April 11, 2012
Civil Case No. 02-00022
United States of America v Government of Guam
Guam Solid Waste Authority
Pursuant to the Order of the District Court of Guam (Court), dated March 17, 2008, appointing
Gershman, Brickner & Bratton, Inc. (GBB) as Receiver for the Solid Waste Management Division (SWMD)
of the Department of Public Works (DPW) of the Government of Guam (now the Guam Solid Waste
Authority [GSWA]), we are pleased to submit to the Court this Quarterly Report (“Report”). The purpose
of this Report is to describe to the Court the progress made toward compliance with the Consent Decree
for the two most recent quarters (October 1, 2011, to December 31, 2011, and January 1, 2012, to
March 31, 2012) and to outline the Receiver’s recommendations for achieving compliance with the
Consent Decree. As an integral part of this Report, the Receiver is also submitting the attached
presentation entitled “Quarterly Report for Receivership for the Government of Guam, Guam Solid
Waste Authority” (see Tab 2).

Introduction
During the two quarters covered in this Report, the work to achieve compliance with the Consent
Decree continues. The Receiver’s efforts are focused on ensuring that the Ordot Dump is not a source of
future pollution; the state-of-the-art, environmentally safe Layon Landfill, constructed pursuant to the
Consent Decree, is operated and maintained in accordance with all applicable federal and Guam laws
and regulations; and GSWA’s customers are served in a timely and cost-effective manner.
During the last quarter of 2011 and through the month of March 2012, Ordot Dump closure activities
focused on on-site and off-site field investigations as well as permitting. At the Layon Landfill, the
Receiver worked to complete remaining construction and address operational start-up issues. In
addition, we conducted a number of environmental monitoring activities, including Layon groundwater
and site monitoring, and leachate, influent and effluent wastewater and marine water sampling. We
also continued to develop the design plans and specifications for the new Harmon Residential Transfer
Station and Household Hazardous Waste Facility, co-located in Harmon at the GSWA compound. In
addition, we have worked with EPA to further evaluate the benefits and cost of an interim cap to
immediately reduce the quantity of leachate generated from the dump.
During the reporting period, GSWA staff performed 421,600 residential trash collections from its
customer base of about 17,000 homes, with missed collections comprising less than one third of one
percent of the total. The GWSA also oversaw operations at the three residential transfer stations, and
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staffed the scale house at the hauler-only (commercial) transfer station. We continued the Curbside
Recycling Pilot Program for 1,000 SWMD customers and began the evaluation of data in order to assess
the feasibility of expanding the program to all residential customers. The Metallic and Bulky Waste
Collection Program, launched in September 2011, has been well received, and GSWA staff have
collected 903 items in response to 369 appointments.
In the financial area, the 2012 fiscal year is the first full year of operation of a new solid waste system,
which has a significantly different cost structure. During the first five months of FY 2012, a period of
time when the new solid waste system was fully operational with the exception of the Household
Hazardous Waste Program, total spending was 11.6 percent below budget. We continue to closely
monitor the cash flow of the GSWA and its cost for both debt service and operating expenses, and we
will soon file a revised rate recommendation with the Public Utilities Commission (PUC). We have
continued to monitor delinquent commercial customers and, with the help of the Office of the Attorney
General, we have reached a settlement with one of the remaining two delinquent commercial haulers.
We have also monitored bridge and roadway repairs and replacements, continued to work with the
Military on the issue of excluded waste, and initiated discussions with the GWA to address the rate for
leachate treatment and GWA’s account balance for the disposal of biosolids.
In this Report, we present the following updates for October 1, 2011, to March 31, 2012:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ordot Dump Closure
Layon Landfill
Operations of the Guam Solid Waste Authority
Curbside Recycling Pilot Program
Metallic and Bulky Waste Collection Program
Contract Management and Procurement
Financial Issues and Capital Funding
Guam Solid Waste Authority Act
Next Steps

1. Ordot Dump Closure (October 2011 – March 2012)
During this reporting period, Ordot Dump closure activities continued focus on on-site field
investigations. We advanced property boundary and topographic surveys into areas where new Rightof-Entry (ROE) authorizations were acquired for field investigations (i.e., waste delineation test pits,
geotechnical borings, gas and water monitoring wells, etc.) to be located on properties adjacent to the
dump limits and in wetlands that exist on the site. A primary requirement for the first sampling events
that were initiated beginning in February 2012 was the installation of all monitoring wells. This allows
for sampling data to be gathered at the same time in order to evaluate results across the site under the
same conditions.
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As we reported in the previous Quarterly Report, much of the investigation work needed to be
performed is on land not owned by the Government of Guam. Acquiring ROEs has taken longer than
was assumed in the project schedule. Through the end March, we have obtained two of four additional
ROEs and continue to pursue the remaining agreements. We have worked closely with the Office of the
Attorney General to obtain the ROEs.
Work during the reporting period proceeded with on-site and off-site investigations into wetland areas.
The work required an additional site clearing and grading permit, which temporarily stalled progress
until it was acquired. The following section describes the field work tasks and the extent to which the
work has been completed as of March 31.

Field Investigations
The performance of field investigations during the rainy season was very difficult; however, progress
was made throughout the reporting period into the dry season. When necessary, alternative drilling
equipment was used that could be lifted into very inaccessible areas to accomplish the installation of
either groundwater or gas monitoring wells. In addition to installing these monitoring wells, excavation
of waste delineation test pits and surface soil sampling were performed.
Early data from field investigations indicate that waste extends beyond the limits identified in the 2005
waste delineation work. Waste limits along Dero Road have been found to extend beyond the fence
boundary of the site into portions of the right-of-way. Waste limits on the eastern side in at least one
test pit extend as much as 20 feet beyond previously reported waste limits.
The installation of groundwater and gas monitoring wells has been completed for this first phase, which
allowed for groundwater and gas sampling programs to begin in late February 2012. Documentation of
field investigations, analyses and development of the conceptual model for existing conditions are
taking shape and guiding assumptions and analyses for the closure system design.
Permitting – A significant effort in the execution of the work includes preparing the permit application,
assembling documentation and managing the permit approval process before the work can begin. The
Receiver and its consultants worked extensively with Guam Environmental Protection Agency (GEPA),
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other agencies, including the Department of
Agriculture, Bureau of Plans & Statistics, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Department of Public
Works, to acquire the necessary permits. Permitting activities took longer than expected, and there
were some permits required that were not originally anticipated; nonetheless, all permits were obtained
and field work progressed. Some of the permits or authorizations secured during the reporting period
included well drilling and operating permits; permits for test pitting, clearing and grading; wetland
permits; and a federal consistency determination for the field investigations.
Topographic and Property Boundary Surveys – The only topographic work that was not completed
during the reporting period was on those properties where the waste limit delineation cannot continue
until the ROEs are secured for access. This includes the northwest corner and a portion of the west side
perimeter of the dump site. In addition to these areas, additional topographic work will be completed in
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the next quarter along the south and west sides of the dump. The additional topographic information is
needed given the difficult terrain at the waste limits and the close proximity of the waste along the
existing drainages. We also continue to add to the survey database as-built information on structures
and utilities. This information will enable us to better understand the constraints of the site and work
with them.
Property Ownership and Boundary Investigations – This work, requiring research into Government of
Guam ownership records and those of title companies, has been largely completed and owners
identified. We are working with the Attorney General’s Office to ensure that the rights of property
owners are respected in accordance with Guam law, as we obtain the needed ROEs and any additional
land that is needed.
Geotechnical Investigations – The Receiver and its consultants largely completed geotechnical field
investigations in accordance with the scope of work. Soil samples were sent off island to laboratories to
assess geotechnical properties of the soil and establish design parameters to be used in closure design.
Due to new findings of extended waste limits at the northwest corner, additional test pit work in the
coming quarter will be performed to establish the depth of waste in certain areas where possible
removal and relocation of waste will be considered as part of closure.
Delineation of Waste Limits – As reported in the previous Quarterly Report, the Receiver and its
consultants performed excavation of the remaining test pits in wetland areas, following approval by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for access into the wetlands. By late January 2012, all of the remaining
test pits that were initially planned were excavated and information gathered on the waste limits in
those areas.
Fifty PVC pipes painted orange were used to mark the boundary of the waste. Each pipe was assigned a
field number 1 through 50, and where a test pit was excavated, the location was given a test pit number
as well. Each PVC marker was located using GPS and recorded to help the surveyors locate the limits for
survey documentation.
Additional site reconnaissance along the waste limit on the south side and northwest corner indicated
additional test pits were needed to confirm the limits in those areas. Therefore, additional waste
delineation work continued in February along the south, and more confirmation work is needed in the
next quarter at the northwest corner where the two remaining ROE agreements are still outstanding.
Gas Migration Investigations – This investigation comprises three phases. Phase 1 begins with the
installation of gas monitoring wells from which air samples are collected and evaluated. Through
January, all 12 gas migration monitoring wells were installed. Operating permits were applied for in
February, and monitoring for data collection began the last week of February. Measurements will be
taken of the gas four times over a two-week period, collecting readings of combustible gases and
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pressure in each well. Since gas migration will be affected by atmospheric pressure, measurements will
be gathered in differing weather conditions and at various times of the day.
Phase 2 of the investigation builds on data obtained from Phase 1. Phase 2 will focus on the results
from Phase 1 wells where combustible gas is detected above the limits, providing the design team a
better understanding of gas migration and information needed to address any safety issues.
One potential safety issue has already been identified and addressed. This occurred at a Guam
Waterworks Authority (GWA) water valve vault with a manhole access on Dero Road in the vicinity of
buried waste also found within the Dero Road right-of-way. Buried waste was also found within the
Dero Road right-of-way near this vault. On February 24, 2012, at the beginning of gas monitoring, our
investigation team took readings at the vault through the manhole and determined combustible gas was
present as well. Since this gas could present an immediate safety hazard to GWA employees who may
perform operations at that vault, we immediately contacted GWA to confirm our readings in the vault.
GWA met us at the site, confirmed the readings and subsequently put in place precautionary
operational protocols for safety when accessing the vault. Additionally, GWA aided the Receiver in
investigating the conditions at the vault by providing a water truck to flush water into the vault to
evacuate the air so the manhole cover could be safely removed and the vault inspected.
The Receiver also informed GEPA and EPA of the findings and discussed measures to mitigate gas
accumulation in the vault. At this time, our investigation team continues to measure air conditions at
the vault, and we have put in place a passive ventilation system to reduce the accumulation of gas in the
vault. We also actively monitor other areas nearby these wells where gas may possibly accumulate. At
this time we have no other areas where gas is accumulating or where gas levels are above the limits.
Gas Generation Potential Wells – In December 2011, all three gas generation wells were successfully
drilled on the top of the dump, with the deepest at 125 feet. Data gathered from these wells will aid in
determining compliance status with respect to applicable federal and Government of Guam air quality
rules and regulations; whether combustion in the waste is occurring or has occurred; estimating the
quantity of landfill gas available for beneficial use; and evaluation of the economic viability of beneficial
use scenarios.
In late February 2012, we began active monitoring at the wells and collected data for further evaluation
of the project objectives described above.
Jurisdictional Wetland Delineation – In this reporting period, the field investigation team gathered
wetland data and developed a preliminary delineation map for agency review. The team will proceed in
the next quarter to delineate areas that are off-site along the west side of the dump. Of primary
importance are the west side drainage feature and the contiguous wetland that surrounds it.
Hydrogeologic Investigations – During the reporting period, all wells of the Phase 1 investigation, as
well as one of the Phase 2 wells, were installed, with the last well installed in February 2012. When
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drilling each well, we collected extensive data, which will be used during further evaluation and to aid in
the development of the site’s hydrogeologic model. This information now provides the team with a
three-dimensional picture of the subsurface geologic features. When paired with the water chemistry
data, water level measurements of the sampling program and precipitation data, this information allows
for a detailed modeling evaluation of the site that serves as a basis to guide the closure design.
Groundwater sampling started in late February 2012. For each event, samples are collected daily from
each well and shipped off island to a laboratory for analysis. During transit, the samples are tracked and
quality assurance controls are in place to maintain sample temperature until the samples reach the
laboratory. As part of the Quality Assurance Project Plan, the laboratory also has a Quality Assurance
Project Plan for work performed at the laboratory. When results are completed, the lab performs data
validation before presenting the results.
The overall groundwater monitoring program consists of four sampling events performed every three
months over a one-year period. The February 2012 sampling event was the first of the four to be
performed. Next phases of the hydrogeologic work include the installation of additional wells downgradient of the site to provide additional information. In the next quarter, we also will initiate sampling
of surface water, sediment and leachate.
Archaeological Monitoring – During the reporting period, monitoring continued at every location where
field investigations were performed. No finds have been reported over the areas investigated to date.
Monitoring will continue in the next quarter with any new areas investigated.
Unexploded Ordnance Monitoring – Routine unexploded ordnance (UXO) monitoring occurred with
every new area where field investigations were performed. During the reporting period, no UXO was
discovered on-site during any field investigation work. A UXO technician is in the field for inspection,
providing documentation with any new areas investigated.
Other Related Field Work – As part of our site responsibilities, during this investigation phase of the
closure project, the Receiver has maintained intermediate soil cover and stormwater management
controls at the site. Soil material is added, as needed, to maintain cover thickness, and stormwater
drainages are maintained to prevent erosion. Because site roads have been used extensively, we
conduct maintenance of the roadway, silt fences and stormwater structures. Facilities and systems,
such as the on-site buildings, security, water supply, toilets, and emergency power generation, are also
maintained to support the field investigations. In addition, grass cutting and removal around the newly
installed monitoring wells are necessary to prevent damage from grass fires.

Interim Cap Design
At the request of EPA, additional analysis of the costs and benefits of a temporary interim cap over the
existing intermediate soil cover on the top of Ordot Dump is being further evaluated and will be
provided to EPA for evaluation in the next quarter. The Receiver has maintained close coordination with
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GEPA and EPA on the progress of this effort, as with all Ordot Dump closure activities, by continuing to
hold regular bi-weekly teleconferences with key staff.

2. Layon Landfill (October 2011 – March 2012)
Remaining Construction Efforts and Operations
During the past months, through the fourth quarter of 2011 and the first quarter of 2012, the Receiver
worked to ensure that remaining construction was completed. This construction consisted of punch list
items, items noted in inspection reports and a few change orders with post-opening completion dates
for the access road and the Layon Landfill. In addition, as landfilling operations continued, the Receiver
addressed ongoing Warranty Claims and operational startup issues.
Access Road (Chalan Layon)
In this quarter, the contractor, Core Tech International (CTI), executed one change order to enhance
safety at the Dandan Road and Route 4 intersection. Additional road pavement was added for right
turning traffic southbound on Route 4 to Dandan Road. This work was done in advance of the
placement of the final pavement surface layer, or ‘friction course,’ for the project. The placement of
final pavement on the entire access road remains to be completed. The paving work has been delayed
pending a decision from DPW and the Federal Highway Administration (FHA) on acceptance of the
testing results from the test strip placed during this quarter. The Receiver understands that DPW/FHA
has accepted testing results from recent testing in late February. We are hopeful that this matter will be
resolved in the near future.
Landfill Entrance Facilities and Cells 1 and 2
The contractor, Black Construction Corporation (BCC), worked to complete all remaining change order
additions to the contract, including security fencing, fuel tank and fueling system, fire suppression
systems, follow-up facility operational checks, and warranty work. BCC continued to manage the
establishment of erosion and sediment controls in compliance with the original contract.
The following is a summary of the final work completed in the last quarter of 2011 and through March:
Performed a series of electrical, mechanical and civil engineering inspections
Installed bollards, safety placards and fire extinguishers prior to use of the 12,000-gallon diesel
fuel storage tank
Continued hydroseeding and stabilized exposed ground to control erosion and sedimentation
We expect to complete final inspection of the fuel system for operation in the next quarter. The
remaining BCC activities in the next quarter will consist primarily of warranty work on an on-call basis, in
compliance with contract documents.
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Construction Management
During the reporting period, the construction management (CM) consultant, Winzler & Kelly (now
W&K/GHD), primarily provided warranty support and coordination with BCC in support of operational
activities as well as remaining oversight of BCC final contact completion work. The major CM activities
consisted of the following:
Construction inspection and reporting on remaining BCC and CTI work as needed
Management of warranty and construction meetings as needed
Pay request submittal and review processing
Change order submittal and review processing as needed
Coordination with inspections and clearances as needed
The CM team coordinated with the relevant entities all follow-up operational transfer as needed for
access road utility system checks. The Receiver appreciates the continued attention that GWA, DPW,
and Guam Power Authority (GPA) engineering staff and management have given to this process.
Asset Transfer
With the assistance of the Office of the Attorney General, we have completed the transfer of all utilities
constructed in connection with building the access roads to the Layon Landfill. We appreciate the
assistance of the Office of the Attorney General and the various agencies to which these assets were
transferred.
Other CM services
A number of the Receiver’s tasks required additional CM support, and we have tasked W&K/GHD to
provide ongoing support. The additional work includes:
1. GSWA office building power separation oversight – CM support consisted of the procurement of
bids, award, and execution of construction oversight and documentation to successfully upgrade
the existing backup power generator and install a power meter for the GSWA facilities, separate
from the DPW compound power meter. This work was completed on January 5, 2012.
2. GSWA office building safety repairs – CM support consisted of the procurement of bids, award,
and execution of construction oversight and documentation for the completion of building
safety repairs to the GSWA office building. In this quarter the project was put out to bid, a
contactor was awarded the project, and a notice to proceed with the work was issued.
Procurement of materials is underway, and the work is to commence in the next quarter when
repair materials arrive on island.
3. Upgrade of residential transfer stations to meet permit standards – Support consists of the
development of designs, specifications, bid procurement documents, and construction
management for the facility renovations described in a subsequent section of this Report.

Design Support Services
Layon Landfill and Access Road - For the Layon Landfill and access road, design activity is essentially
complete; however, the Receiver will continue to involve TG Engineers, Inc. (Engineer of Record) where
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necessary to address questions or issues that arise during operations for both the access road and the
Layon Landfill.
Redesign of transfer stations – During the reporting period, work continued to develop the design plans
and specifications for the Harmon Residential Transfer Station and Household Hazardous Waste Facility,
co-located in Harmon at the GSWA compound. In consultation with the respective utility authorities,
DPW, Guam Fire Department (GFD), GEPA, and other Government of Guam agencies, site layout and
building design have advanced. Through March, plans and specifications were being finalized.
Subsequent work in this coming quarter includes the development of a severance map, review of 90
percent plans, and permit application coordination and review with GEPA, DPW and other Government
of Guam agencies. Permitting the residential transfer stations is a requirement of the Solid Waste
Facility Permit of the Layon Landfill and is further discussed in a subsequent section. W&K/GHD is
conducting design support for these projects.
In the next quarter design plans, specifications, and permitting will begin for the other three transfer
stations: Agat, Dededo and Malojloj.

Environmental Monitoring and Compliance
During the reporting period, the Receiver continued to advance environmental compliance coordination
with EPA and GEPA by holding regular bi-weekly meetings. These meetings provide the lead
coordination for all permitting and regulatory management of design and construction work necessary
to fulfill the Consent Decree requirements for monitoring and reporting to the various agencies. We
appreciate the ongoing support provided by EPA and GEPA representatives.
Sound environmental practices and permit conditions require extensive and ongoing monitoring of the
GSWA facilities, particularly the Layon Landfill. In this section, we will discuss each area of monitoring
and our plans to ensure compliance at the landfill as well as at the transfer stations.
Layon Landfill Municipal Solid Waste Facility Permit
The Landfill Solid Waste Facility Permit contains certain conditions with which the Receiver complied
with during construction and operations. Now, during operations, the landfill operator provides permit
reporting, supported with information from the third-party environmental compliance consultant, for
stormwater, groundwater, gas monitoring, and surface water monitoring as well as leachate
characteristics. The Receiver and Operator have worked diligently with GEPA and EPA to comply with all
required conditions of the permits.
Layon Groundwater and Site Monitoring
As reported in the last quarter, the first semi-annual sampling event under the Detection Monitoring
Plan (DMP) for groundwater was successfully conducted November 14-18, 2011. At the time of this
Report’s development, a report is pending with an anticipated submittal in the near future.
Layon Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
Stormwater inspections, monitoring and reporting continue to be carried out in accordance with the
Plan for landfill operations. The reports are on file at the Layon Landfill and are provided as part of the
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quarterly reporting by the operator under the Landfill Solid Waste Facility Permit. Under this permit,
regular testing of stormwater is required and will be incorporated under the environmental monitoring
performed during landfill operations. The Receiver has contracted with EA Engineering, Science and
Technology, Inc. as the third party to perform this monitoring work.
Layon Spill Prevention Countermeasures Control Plan
The Spill Prevention Countermeasures Control (SPCC) Plan puts procedures and controls in place at the
landfill to reduce the chance of a petroleum release at the facility during operations. The plan provides
countermeasures to deploy should such a release occur. This plan is now in practice during operations
and is the daily responsibility of the operator.
Inarajan WWTP
During the reporting period, leachate, influent and effluent wastewater and marine water sampling
continued in accordance with the work plan. Leachate, wastewater characteristics (with leachate added
to the influent), and the performance of the WWTP treatment are monitored weekly. Marine water
monitoring at six sample locations is also being performed weekly for enterococci, and monthly for all
other parameters.
November 2011 and February 2012 marked the completion of the respective third and fourth quarter
reporting periods with leachate flows entering the WWTP. Data reported in the third quarterly report
and preliminary data for the fourth quarter indicate good removal of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
and total suspended solids (TSS). An increase in effluent ammonia is occurring, but there are no adverse
impacts attributable to the addition of leachate from the Layon Landfill to the WWTP. We will continue
to work with GWA to carefully monitor these results and make any operational adjustments indicated.
In addition, as we have described in previous reports to the Court, additional capital improvements to
the WWTP have been designed and will be put into place quickly should they be needed. All the design
and monitoring work for Layon Landfill leachate management has been performed in accordance with
the recommendations of the Layon Landfill Leachate Treatment Suitability Study, dated November 2009,
and in close coordination with GWA, GEPA and EPA.
Residential Transfer Station Facility Permit Compliance
Several physical improvements to the transfer stations are required to meet permit compliance
requirements and serve the needs of the community. These improvements were outlined in the
previous sections. To support the permitting of these improvements and document existing conditions
at each facility, Phase I environmental site assessments were performed at each facility for this purpose.
Phase I environmental site assessments are preliminary evaluations of the conditions of the facilities,
which identify and examine environmental conditions. The assessment is performed in accordance with
the American Society of Testing Materials standard of practice E 1527-05 and includes a combination of
historical records research, personal interviews, site inspections, and database records research to
develop an understanding of the history and current environmental condition of the subject site. The
assessments establish an understanding of any specific pre-existing recognizable environmental
conditions. Corrective actions would then be taken to address conditions prior to operations under a
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solid waste facility permit. Examples of pre-existing environmental conditions include bulky metallic
waste, other recyclable materials, waste left over from prior operations, and contaminated surface soils.
During the reporting period, we initiated assessments at all four residential transfer locations and
developed reports with findings. As of March, these assessments were largely completed, and the
Receiver has engaged in discussions with GEPA and EPA regarding the findings. Most of the findings
consisted of bulky metallic waste, other recyclable materials, and waste from prior operations. One
significant finding at the Agat Residential Transfer Station is the existence of a dumping area in close
proximity to the Agat Residential Transfer Station, known as the Santa Ana Dump. Through personal
interviews, aerial photos and site investigations, we have tentatively identified an area of approximately
4.5 acres, partially located on the transfer station property, containing bulky metallic waste and some
construction debris (Figure 1). We will conduct further investigations to fully evaluate the site and
propose corrective actions for removal and site restoration, carried out in consultation with GEPA and
EPA.
Figure 1
Aerial View of Agat Transfer Station
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3. Operations of the Guam Solid Waste Authority
Weekly Trash Collection
From October 1, 2011, through March 23, 2012, GSWA crews performed approximately 421,600
residential collections, with 99.7 percent of the collections on-time. This is consistent with the record
for the same period the previous year, demonstrating a very high level of performance by GSWA
collection crews. Figure 2 illustrates the on-time collections over the six months this report covers.
Figure 2
On-Time Collection, October 2011 – March 2012
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Cart Repairs
From the beginning of October 2011 through March 23, 2012, six repairs were needed for the nearly
18,000 Toter carts used for trash and recycling collections. The Toter carts provided to GSWA’s
customers are holding up well to the work demands and weather.

Residential Transfer Stations
The GSWA has been operating three residential transfer stations since the Ordot Dump closed on August
31, 2011. As noted earlier, the GSWA is currently working to design and construct a new residential
transfer station off Harmon Drive, located at the GSWA compound. This new facility will replace the
Residential Transfer Station that closed when the Ordot Dump ceased operations, bringing the total
number of residential transfer stations back to four. The new facility will also include a household
hazardous waste (HHW) facility that will receive HHW from residential customers. This HHW facility is
expected to be open during the same operating hours as the residential transfer station. In addition, the
new facility will include a low-tech vehicle wash system to allow for more efficient cleaning of GSWA’s
collection vehicles near their parking location in the GSWA compound.
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When the new facility is completed and the work to upgrade the current residential transfer stations in
Agat, Dededo, and Malojloj is finished, each residential transfer station will include facilities for trash
disposal, bulky item disposal, and recycling. Stationary compactors for trash and cardboard will also be
added to each residential transfer station. These compactors will compress trash and cardboard into
enclosed containers, minimizing the amount of rain water that can reach the material and the number
of trips needed for GSWA to dispose of or recycle this material. Cardboard is delivered to a recycling
processor on the island where it is baled and shipped overseas to be processed into new cardboard.
Glass bottles and jars are transported to the Layon Landfill where they are crushed and used as
alternative daily cover. Trash is transported to the hauler-only transfer station or directly to the Layon
Landfill for disposal.
In 2008, recycling at the residential transfer stations also included mixed paper. Unfortunately, the
market for mixed paper collapsed in late 2008 as a result of the recession, and mixed paper recycling
was no longer viable. However, the market for mixed paper has recovered to some extent, and we are
hopeful we will be able to resume mixed paper recycling at the residential transfer stations in the near
future.
Between October 1, 2011, and March 23, 2012, these facilities served 21,474 customers and received
55,149 cubic yards of material. Figure 3 shows the number of customers using each of these facilities
during the past two quarters, and Figure 4 shows the cubic yards of material disposed of at these
transfer stations. The Dededo Residential Transfer Station is located in the most densely populated area
of Guam, hence it is used more than the other facilities.
Figure 3
Customers Using Residential Transfer Stations - October 2011 – March 2012
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Figure 4
Cubic Yards of Material Received at Transfer Stations
October 2011 – March 2012
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Hauler-Only Transfer Station
On September 1, 2011, with opening of the Layon Landfill, GSWA began operating a hauler-only (aka
commercial) transfer station under a contract with Guahan Waste Control and with GSWA personnel
staffing the scale house. Over 90 percent of the trash going to the Layon Landfill goes through this
commercial transfer station, which from October 2011 through the first half of March 2012, averaged
273 tons a day. Commercial haulers and large generators bring their waste material to this facility and
unload the material onto a tip floor where the operator of the facility screens it for excluded waste
before loading it into a large transfer trailer. Consolidating the waste in a transfer trailer reduces the
amount of traffic to the Layon Landfill.
For commercial haulers, excluded waste is handled pursuant to the policy established in July 2008, when
the Receiver implemented a ban on certain recyclable materials at the Ordot Dump. This policy has
been continued at the Hauler-only Transfer Station and Layon Landfill since the permit for the Layon
Landfill excludes these materials. Commercial vehicles presenting a load that is observably
contaminated with excluded waste are rejected at the scale house or tipping floor. Upon a commercial
vehicle’s first and second infraction, the customer is warned that a third infraction with banned material
in the same vehicle will result in that vehicle being excluded from all GWSA disposal facilities for a
period of one (1) week. Each additional infraction by a specific vehicle will result in an additional week
of exclusion from GSWA facilities. After a one (1) month period during which a customer’s vehicle that
had previously delivered banned material has had no such infraction, the customer’s vehicle is
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considered in good standing and given the privilege of starting the process from the beginning with the
next infraction being considered the first, resulting in a warning.
To date, only one commercial hauler has had one truck suspended for seven business days from using
the commercial transfer station and the Layon Landfill. Since almost 10,000 such vehicles have entered
the facility since September 1, 2011, it is clear that the current policy is working well.
Military waste disposal is not subject to this policy under the current contract provisions with NAVFAC.
However, as noted elsewhere in this report, the presence of excluded waste in NAVFAC deliveries has
become a significant issue. We continue to work with NAVFAC to effectively address this problem.
Layon Landfill
The Layon Landfill opened on September 1, 2011, and has operated since that time without problems or
interruption. Herzog Environmental, Inc. is under contract with GSWA to operate the Layon Landfill. As
the operator, Herzog not only handles the incoming trash but is also responsible for maintaining the
facility and its equipment, and controlling litter at the facility. In addition, Herzog provides fire
prevention measures, such as grass cutting, brush clearing and building fire breaks for the monitoring
wells and wells outside the perimeter fence. Herzog has also conducted seven tours of the facility since
it has opened, and GSWA has conducted two tours of the site.
GSWA staffs and manages the scale house at the facility. The scale house receives and weighs the trash,
and provides a scale ticket to the driver of the vehicle. There are two scales at the site, one of which is
new and the other was moved from the Ordot Dump. The latter is awaiting certification before being
used. GSWA expects certification to occur by early April 2012. Since the opening of the Layon Landfill,
more than 3,000 vehicles have crossed the scales, averaging more than 450 vehicles a month.
Administration
During the reporting period, GSWA named two new managers, a customer service supervisor and a solid
waste operations supervisor, to the staff. The customer service supervisor oversees the customer
service function, which includes registration of customers, coordination with operations for the delivery
of carts to new customers, the collection of carts from customers who have cancelled services,
complaints, and billing questions. Customer Service also provides a courtesy call to customers who are
60 days behind in their payments, encouraging them to keep their accounts current and informing them
that once payments are 90 days overdue, collection service will be terminated and carts collected.
The solid waste operations supervisor manages all aspects of the residential collection routes,
coordinates repairs on trucks with GSWA’s contractor, and schedules work activity for all residential
transfer stations and scale houses.
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GSWA is currently developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) in order to provide direction,
improve communication, reduce training time, and improve work consistency for GSWA personnel.
SOPs are designed to enhance quality control through defining the work process, identifying records,
and developing confidence in personnel that they are meeting the goals of the organization. The SOP
development process includes workers in all areas of the organization, who are identifying and working
through issues to come up with clear and pragmatic SOPs.
During the reporting period, GSWA procured a new phone system to provide better phone service for its
customers. The new system allows messages to be left and, when all phone lines are busy, callers to be
informed that they should hold for the next available customer service representative. The new phone
system also allows for quantitative evaluation of calls coming into the system, which enables GSWA to
identify peak call periods.
During the reporting period, the Receiver initiated formal training for managers and supervisors. GSWA
began supervisory training on January 27, 2012, with a session on “Effective Management and
Leadership.” A second training on “Department of Administration Training and Development” occurred
on February 15, 2012. On February 17, 2012, a third training took place, this time on the subject of
“Sexual Harassment Awareness in the Workplace” and “Employment Law.”

Personnel
At the conclusion of the reporting period, the number of GSWA employees stands at 56. This includes
two additional temporary employees; they are tasked with updating GSWA’s filing system, and assisting
in transcribing and editing GSWA’s Standard Operating Procedures. The number of GSWA employees is
a reduction of approximately 43 percent when compared to the 99 employees in the Solid Waste
Management Division when the Court appointed the Receiver in March 2008. Of these 56 employees,
15 are temporary workers, three are contract employees, and 38 are Government of Guam employees.

4. Curbside Recycling Pilot Program
Overview
The GSWA has now completed four full quarters of the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program. The program,
fully implemented in January 2011, serves 1,000 customers who have been provided with recycling
carts. The program accepts paper products such as copy paper, newsprint, junk mail, and cardboard as
well as bimetal and aluminum containers, and #1 and #2 plastic containers. The customer simply places
these materials in the recycling cart and they are collected at the customer’s curb. Although the pilot
program is over as far as data collection is concerned, the 1,000 program participants continue to
receive recycling service at the same frequency as during the pilot program, pending a decision on
expansion of the program.
The GSWA varied the collection schedule in order to assess whether there is any relationship between
frequency of collection and the amount of material collected and level of contaminants. During the pilot
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program, the GSWA placed some collection routes on a once-a-month collection schedule; others were
on a twice-a-month collection schedule; and some were on every week collection. However, each
recycling collection day occurred on the same day as the customer’s trash collection day, which helps
the customer remember when to set out the cart. Table 1 shows the locations where monthly, twice a
month and weekly collections occur.
Table 1
Recycling Collection Schedule and Locations

Area
North
Central
South
North
Central
North
Central
South

Location
Summer Palace
Hyundai Housing Toto
Santa Rosa, Santa Rita
Marianas Terrace, Yigo
Nimitz Hill Estates, Piti
Ypaopao/Paradise Estates
Sinajana Village
Baza Gardens, Yona

Collection
Schedule
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Twice Monthly
Twice Monthly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly

Observations
Over the past four quarters, there have been noticeable trends in the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program
involving contamination and set-out rate.
The contamination rate is an important factor to watch. The contamination rate is calculated by dividing
the weight of non-recyclable materials that are in the recycling cart by the weight of total material
placed in the cart. At the end of the first quarter of operation, the contamination rate was 14 percent,
which is high, but at the end of the second quarter, the contamination rate dropped to 10 percent. At
the end of the third quarter, the contamination rate was 8 percent, and it dropped slightly to 7 percent
in the fourth quarter, as shown in Figure 5. A contamination rate of 7 percent is an acceptable level for
single stream recycling programs.
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Figure 5
Contamination Rate, Curbside Recycling Pilot Program
14.00%
10.00%

8.00%
7.00%

1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

Another indicator for the program is the set-out rate. Set-out rates are calculated by dividing the
number of carts set out for collection by the total number of customers scheduled for collection on a
given day. Recycling set-out rates indicate whether the recycling program is being used and the extent
of demand for collection on specific routes, both of which determine operational requirements. For
example, with a 100 percent set-out rate, the collection vehicle would take roughly twice as long to
collect from that route than if there were a 50 percent set-out rate. Set-out rates, however, are not an
accurate indicator of participation because a household may fill the cart with recyclables but not set it
out for every collection provided.
At the end of a year, the total set-out rate has improved, from the previous 55 percent to 57 percent.
Table 2 shows the set-out rate for each of the collection intervals. Participants with monthly collection
had by far the highest collection set-out rate at 77 percent while those with weekly and twice monthly
collection had set-out rates of 55 percent and 60 percent respectively.

Weekly
Twice Monthly
Monthly
Total

Table 2
Set-out Rates
Possible Set Outs
Actual Set Outs
34,190
18,634
4,326
2,584
2,796
2,149
41,312
23,367

Set-out Rate
55%
60%
77%
57%

Recycling Rate
One objective of this pilot project was to enable us to project the likely recycling rate for GSWA’s
customer base of 17,000 for each collection interval. As noted earlier, the set outs have been
consistent, and even increased, throughout the pilot program, and the contamination level dropped by
half from the first to the fourth quarter.
Using the most recent scale data, the weight of trash GSWA collects from the average household per
year is 1.17 tons or 2,339 pounds. The weight of household recycling is then deducted from the 2,339
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pounds of trash since that which is recycled can no longer be considered trash. To calculate the
recycling rate, the total recycling pounds are then divided by the sum of pounds of recycling plus the
trash.
If only the households that participated on a regular basis (i.e., households given a recycling cart but
who infrequently or never used it are excluded) are considered, the average participating household in
the monthly collection program generated 215 pounds of recyclables during the year, resulting in a 9
percent recycling rate. One of the possible reasons for this low recycling rate is simply the limitation of
space in the cart. Participants in the monthly program actually put more pounds of recyclables, on
average, into their carts per set out than participants with the other two collection schedules (nearly 1.9
pounds more than the participants who received twice a month collection and 5.01 pounds more than
those who received weekly collections). In a once-a-month collection program, however, carts are likely
to reach capacity resulting in some recyclables going in the trash. A program of monthly collection can
compensate for this by providing the household with additional carts.
In the twice monthly collection program, the participating households generated 385 pounds of
recyclables during the year, giving the average participant a recycling rate of 16 percent. Participating
households in the weekly collection program generated 673 pounds of recyclables per year giving them
a recycling rate of 29 percent. Figure 6 illustrates the recycling rate for participating households for
each of the different collection schedules.
Figure 6
Participating Households’ Recycling Rate per Collection Schedule
Monthly
Twice
Monthly

9%

16%

Weekly

29%

When all 1,000 households in the curbside pilot program are considered, recycling rates decline since
some households either did not recycle at all or participated sporadically. The recycling rate for the
monthly schedule declines to 7 percent, the twice monthly collection schedule drops to 10 percent and
the weekly collection schedule falls to 16 percent.
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Figure 7
Recycling Rates for All Pilot Program Households

Monthly

7%

Twice Monthly

10%

Weekly

16%

Recyclables
During the four quarters of the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program, a total of 336,819 pounds of material
was collected, with 312,263 pounds of the total comprising recyclables and the remaining 24,556
pounds comprising contaminants. Table 3 shows the weight of material collected and Figure 8 shows
the percentage for each type of recyclable. Paper makes up 58 percent of the total collected. Paper
must be separated into at least two grades, cardboard and mixed paper, both of which are baled and
shipped off island to paper mills. Plastic, which makes up 23 percent of the total collected, also has to
be separated, baled, and shipped to post-consumer plastic markets. In the pilot program, the aluminum
is donated to the IRecycle Program, which bales the material and ships it off island. Bi-metal is taken to
a local scrap dealer, baled and shipped off island but has little value.

Item

Table 3
Weight of Material Collected
Pounds (rounded)
Tons (rounded)

Percent

Total Collected

336,819

168

100%

Recyclables

312,263

156

93%

Contaminants

24,556

12

7%
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Figure 8
Percentage of Material by Category
Contamination

7%

Bi-metal

3%

Aluminum

9%

Plastics

23%

Mixed Paper

23%

OCC

34%

The materials shown above are typical for a single-stream curbside recycling program, with the largest
component being cardboard (known as Old Corrugated Cardboard [OCC] in the recycling industry).

Projecting Annual Tonnage
The data from the year-long pilot recycling program help GSWA estimate annual tonnage, if this
collection service were to be provided to all 17,000 customers. By applying the pounds per set out and
the set-out rate to 17,000 customers over the course of a year’s worth of time, we can project the
annual recycling tonnage that would be collected. Weekly collection provides considerable more
tonnage than the either the other two collection schedules. Figure 9 provides a comparison of the
annual tonnage expected to be collected under each of the collection schedules for all of GSWA’s
customers.
Figure 9
Projected Annual Recycling Tonnage per Collection Schedule
Monthly

1,408

Twice Monthly

1,957

Weekly

3,119
0
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Estimating the Cost of an Expanded Curbside Recycling Program
Before making a recommendation on expanding the program, GSWA intends to issue a Request for
Interest (RFI) for processing recyclable material collected in a curbside single stream collection program.
With single stream collection, recyclable material is combined in customers’ carts and must be
processed at a facility that can efficiently sort the material into marketable grades. Given the recent
swings in the post-consumer market, and the relatively small amount of recyclables tonnage GSWA
customers would generate, the Receiver expects that there will be costs for processing some of these
materials and possibly some revenue for others. The Receiver would like to explore the private sector’s
interests in handling this material before providing the Court with the full cost ramifications of
implementing a curbside collection program for recyclables. The total costs will include those for
processing the material; labor, fuel, and maintenance costs for each of the collection schedules; capital
costs for trucks as well as carts; and public education and administrative expenses. The results of the
RFI will provide needed information to complete the evaluation of the Pilot Curbside Recycling Program
and allow for an informed recommendation on its expansion.

5. Metallic and Bulky Waste Collection Program
In September 2011, the GSWA launched its Metallic and Bulky Waste Collection Program. GSWA
customers may now request collection service by calling the GSWA’s customer service center to make
an appointment for collection of bulky items, such as furniture, metallic items, and hot water heaters.
The GSWA provides two free collections a year by appointment to customers in good standing. For
additional collection service, the GSWA charges customers $25.00 per pickup.
From October 1, 2011 through March 23, 2012 the GSWA has completed 369 appointments and
collected 903 items, averaging 2.4 items per appointment. The number of appointments per month has
gone as high as 131 with 26 as the minimum number.

6. Contract Management and Procurement (October 2011 – March 2012)
During the reporting period, we have continued to develop the Request for Proposals (RFP) for the
Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Program. As we have already reported to the Court, we are
pursuing a traditional design-build plan for the HHW facility as a part of the new Harmon Residential
Transfer Station. We are nearing a firm schedule for the construction of the Harmon facility. At that
time, we will issue the HHW procurement to ensure that the operator of the new facility is in place
when the facility is completed.
During the period, we also developed and executed an amendment to the contract with Guahan Waste
Control for the Hauler-only Transfer Station. This amendment addresses compensation to Guahan
Waste Control for the cost it incurs handling the excluded waste delivered by the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command (NAVFAC). The amendment specifies how the contractor is compensated for
separating and properly disposing of excluded waste. We continue to work with NAVFAC to address this
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important issue and expect our discussions to result in an amendment to the contract with NAVFAC to
address this and other issues.
During this reporting period, the Chief Procurement Officer delegated to the Receiver the task of
disposing of certain heavy equipment that, with the closure of the Ordot Dump, is excess to the needs of
the GSWA. Working with the Office of the Attorney General, we have developed a process for the sale
of the equipment at fair market value as required by Guam law and the applicable bond covenants. The
first step in this process is to offer these items of equipment to other Government of Guam agencies for
a fair market value price. If no Government of Guam agency purchases the equipment, it will then be
advertised for sale to the public by sealed bid. All funds received from the sale of this equipment will
accrue to the benefit of the GSWA.
In addition, during the reporting period, we issued invitations for bids for roll-off containers and
stationary compactors. This equipment will be needed to properly equip the upgraded residential
transfer stations.
Table 4 provides a list of the Receiver’s primary contracts, the amounts spent to date on these contracts,
and the status of the work. Direct employee contracts and payments, contracts in connection with
ongoing litigation, payments to the Government of Guam, and one-time expenditures are not included
in the table but are reported elsewhere in this Report.
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Table 4
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Tabs 3 and 4 provide the Court with a list of approved change orders for the Consent Decree contracts
listed in Table 4. Tab 5 includes all individual payments made under these contracts.

7. Financial Issues and Capital Funding (October 2011 – March 2012)
Overview
Since the last Status Hearing, we have continued to monitor delinquent commercial customers and, with
the help of the Office of the Attorney General, we have reached a settlement with one of the remaining
two delinquent commercial haulers. We also continue to closely monitor the cash flow of the GSWA
and its cost for both debt service and operating expenses, and we will soon file a revised rate
recommendation with the Public Utilities Commission (PUC). We have also initiated discussions with the
GWA to address the rate for leachate treatment and GWA’s account balance for the disposal of
biosolids. In this section, we provide updates on the following:
Operating results for the GSWA for FY 2012, from October 1, 2011, to March 31, 2012
(February 29, 2012 for budget and revenue)
Delinquent residential customers
Commercial accounts
Capital funding
Reserves of the Guam Solid Waste Authority
Update on rate recommendations to the Public Utilities Commission
Military waste
Bridge and roadway repairs and replacements
Waste disposed at the Ordot Dump and Layon Landfill

Operating Results for the GSWA for FY 2012, from October 1, 2011, to March 31, 2011
The 2012 fiscal year, which began on October 1, 2011, is the first full year of operation of a new solid
waste system for Guam. The opening of the Layon Landfill and the Hauler-Only Transfer Station are now
fully reflected in the operating results of the system, resulting in a system with a significantly different
cost structure. Table 5 summarizes expenditures and revenue through February 29, 2012, compared
with the FY 2012 approved budget. A more detailed report of expenditures and revenue compared with
the FY 2012 budget is provided in Tab 6 of this Report.
During the first five months of FY 2012, a period of time when the new solid waste system was fully
operational with the exception of the Household Hazardous Waste Program, total spending was 11.6
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percent below budget. Personnel costs were over 31 percent below budget, and non-personnel
spending was 7.1 percent below budget. Revenue from all sources was 9.8 percent above budget,
resulting in a net surplus for the period of $672,370.
Table 5

Table 6 provides the Court with a summary of the revenue billed by class of customer and the actual
cash collections for each class of customer for FY 2012.
Table 6

Cash collections from residential customers exceeded the amount billed. As indicated in past reports,
this is due both to continued efforts to improve residential collections and the fact that revenue from
the transfer stations and service restoration charges are included in the residential collections category.
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When transfer station revenue is excluded, cash collections from residential customers are about 98.5
percent of billed charges.
Collections from government customers continued to be weak for the reasons cited in our previous
reports. These include poor payment from Government of Guam agencies and the lack of a new
agreement with GWA to compensate GSWA for the disposal of biosolids.
As directed by the Court in its Order of December 8, 2011, we have entered into discussions with GWA
to address the issues of establishing a rate for the treatment of leachate and the amount GWA owes
GSWA for disposal. We have accepted GWA’s proposal that GWA’s current Commercial 3 waste water
account rating become the rate for treatment of leachate. Our only conditions for this acceptance are
that we also reach an agreement with GWA for payment of its outstanding balance for disposal and that
we reserve the right to request a future cost of service study, if at some future date, GSWA determines
that such a study is needed.
With respect to payment of GWA’s outstanding balance for disposal, we have proposed that this be
addressed by having GWA pay its monthly charges in full each month and one-twelfth of the balance for
past services. Such an arrangement would fully address GWA’s account balance over a one-year period
of time. We are advised that the Consolidated Commission on Utilities (CCU), GWA’s governing body,
has authorized GWA to pursue approval of a short-term rate surcharge with the PUC to pay off the past
balance and fund the cost of disposal going forward. We are advised that this matter should be acted
upon by the PUC in the near future. Tab 7 provides the Court with a copy of the CCU Resolution
concerning the GWA Account Balance
Exclusive of GWA, government customers accumulated charges of $29,185.89 but only paid $10,346.78
between October 1, 2011, and February 29, 2012. The total outstanding balance on February 29, 2012,
for these Government of Guam accounts was $51,385.11. We request that the Court add the
outstanding balance for these accounts, adjusted for new charges and payments made by the
Government of Guam, to the amount the Government of Guam owes GSWA, pursuant to the Court’s
Order of March 3, 2011.
An important indicator of the overall financial condition of the Solid Waste System is its fund balance.
Fund balance is simply the amount available to the system to meet future needs after accounting for all
of the revenue and expenses of the organization. Table 7 outlines our estimate of the GSWA’s fund
balance as of March 31, 2012.
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Table 7

Figure 10 demonstrates the change in GSWA’s fund balance since September 30, 2009.
Figure 10

The cash position of GSWA also continued to show improvement during the reporting period. The
improvement is due to continuing efforts to collect tipping fees from delinquent commercial customers
and the government’s adherence to the plan approved by the Court to repay the GSWA for cash
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improperly removed from GWSA accounts in 2010. Table 8 shows the government’s progress through
March 31 in the repayment process.
Table 8

Table 9 shows the cash balance in each GSWA account on March 31, 2012, and compares the total cash
with the cash balance we projected at the time of the agreement with the Government of Guam for the
repayment of the cash it improperly withdrew from these accounts.
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Table 9

The improvement in GSWA’s cash position has been steady in recent months, as illustrated in Figure 11.
Figure 11
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All payments for operating the GSWA are made through the Government of Guam or through the
Citibank Primary Account, pursuant to the procedures approved by the Court. Tab 8 provides a detailed
list of all transactions affecting the Citibank Primary Account for the period.

Residential Customers
The number of residential customers who are delinquent in their accounts has significantly decreased
during the period ending March 31, 2012. Figure 12 shows the percentage of delinquent residential
accounts for September 2010, September 2011, and March 2012.
Figure 12

Figure 13 illustrates the change in the number of residential customers following implementation of the
new customer service and cart-based systems. The number of registered customers under the old
system was approximately 12,500. With implementation of the cart-based and customer service
systems in 2010, the number of residential customers increased significantly, to nearly 20,000. When
enforcement of fee payment began shortly after the new system was fully installed, the residential
customer base declined to about 17,000 and has remained very stable since that time.
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Figure 13

When GuamPay ceased operation last fall, GSWA lost the ability to accept payments over the Internet
from its residential customers. As many as 2,000 GSWA residential customers paid their bills through
GuamPay prior to its demise. We are working on a solution to this problem so that GSWA can once
again accept Internet payments. We hope to have an announcement soon.

Commercial Accounts
Tipping fees paid by commercial haulers are the primary source of revenue to sustain the GSWA’s
operation. Figure 14 clearly illustrates the importance of this source of revenue and the critical need for
timely payment from commercial haulers.
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Figure 14

Given the importance of commercial haulers to the funding necessary to run the GSWA and achieve full
compliance with the Consent Decree, we have continued our focus on managing these accounts. As
reported in our December 7, 2011, Report to the Court, two commercial haulers, Trashco and Lagu
Sanitation, continued in delinquent status for some or all of the reporting period.
With the assistance of the Office of the Attorney General, we were able to reach a settlement with Lagu
Sanitation that resulted in a $250,000 cash payment and a $750,000 promissory note payable over four
years. A resolution of the dispute with Trashco is still pending, with certain legal issues to be addressed
by the Court.

Capital Funding
Table 10 summarizes the estimated capital savings to date. We continue to work with the contractors
on a few open items in connection with the Layon Landfill, and work on the transfer stations and
Household Hazardous Waste Facility is in the planning phase.
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Table 10

The remaining issues that may affect final capital cost include:
Final construction cost for the Layon Landfill
The cost of implementing the Household Hazardous Waste Program, required by the Consent
Decree
The cost of mitigating safety issues on Route 4
Litigation pending on the value of the Layon Landfill site
The cost of upgrades to the transfer stations and the new transfer station to be located at the
GSWA building on the DPW compound
The results of the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program and whether this program is extended to all
residential customers
We will continue to monitor these issues closely and keep the Court informed.
Payments from the Citibank Construction Subaccount were $5,214,653.02 during the period October 1,
2011, through March 31, 2012. Deposits to the Construction Subaccount were $91,667.11 in interest
earnings. The balance in the Citibank Construction Subaccount on March 31, 2012, was $13,937,003.63.
Tab 9 provides a detailed listing of all transactions affecting the account during the reporting period.
Table 11 provides the Court with an accounting of the retainage being held for contractors paid from the
Construction Subaccount.
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Table 11

When the retainage obligations are considered, on March 31, 2012, the Construction Subaccount had a
balance of $13,628,643.88 available for future Consent Decree obligations.
Reserves of the Guam Solid Waste Authority
A vital part of maintaining a well-run system that is compliant with all environmental laws and
regulations is a properly funded system of reserves. These reserves are funds set aside to cover the
costs of replacing equipment as needed, paying for the closure of existing landfill cells as they are filled,
and developing new cells to replace the closed cells. Post-closure care of the landfill is also an essential
element of a well-run and environmentally compliant system. With the opening of the Layon Landfill, it
is essential that these reserves be established and funded. Table 12 summarizes the status of these
reserves on March 31, 2012.
Table 12
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The Court will note a significant amount of bond money allocated to these reserves. Our earlier plans
had called for reserve funds to be generated exclusively from the rates paid by users of the system;
however, the Government of Guam’s decision not to reallocate to non-solid waste projects the bond
savings from the construction of the Layon Landfill and the debt service on these bonds requires that
these bond savings be reallocated for use by GSWA. The cash from tipping fees that would have gone
directly to these reserves will instead go to debt service on the bonds. However, as noted in Table 12,
should these bond savings be required for the closure of the Ordot Dump, the funds are available for
that purpose. Debt service on the bonds used for closure of the Ordot Dump is not the responsibility of
GSWA; therefore should this occur, the funds used to reimburse debt service would be redirected to the
reserves.

Update on Rate Recommendations to the Public Utilities Commission
In our last Court Report, we provided the Court with the alternative GSWA rates should Guam proceed
with the permitting of a second landfill. In a one landfill rate structure, the Government of Guam will
continue to be reimbursed for debt service. In a two landfill structure, the Government of Guam will not
be reimbursed for debt service. The decision to permit a second landfill will cost the Government of
Guam $11.7 million annually. These alternative rate structures are shown in Table 13.
Table 13

It is our understanding that the decision on a second landfill is still pending with the Government of
Guam. Accordingly, it is our intent to file with the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) an updated rate
recommendation with the alternative rate structure shown above. While we will retain the option,
under the authority granted by the Court in its Order appointing GBB as Receiver, to reduce the rates
should a second landfill be approved, we believe it is important to present this issue to the PUC so the
Commission may gain an understanding of its importance as future issues arise. In addition, a one
landfill rate structure will require a significant rate increase in 2013 if the Government of Guam is to be
reimbursed for its full cost of debt service. Since this is an internal Government of Guam issue, we
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believe it is best decided by Guam’s elected officials instead of the Receiver. We will keep the Court
informed on this important issue.
Military Waste
Actual waste deliveries under the contract with NAVFAC for the disposal of military waste for the Navy
and Air Force continued to be significantly lower than the estimates in the contract with NAVFAC as well
as NAVFAC’s earlier estimates of waste. Figure 15 illustrates these deliveries for the months of October
2011 through March 2012.

Figure 15

We continue to work with NAVFAC to address a serious issue with excluded waste. While the contract
with NAVFAC requires that the Military deliver only acceptable waste (i.e., waste allowed by the permit
for the Layon Landfill), unlike our policies for other commercial haulers, the contract with NAVFAC
obligates GSWA to separate any excluded waste delivered by NAVFAC and either properly dispose of it
or return it to NAVFAC. For other commercial haulers, our policies going back to 2008 simply reject
loads of waste that are significantly contaminated. We made the accommodation in the Military
contract since NAVFAC did not have much experience in separating excluded waste; however, the
amount of the excluded waste the Military is actually delivering is much higher than could have been
reasonably anticipated. NAVFAC recognizes the problem and is working with us to find an effective way
to address the problem.
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Bridge and Roadway Repairs and Replacements
During the reporting period, DPW reports have shown steady progress on these projects. In addition,
the Court has directed that the engineering study of the As-Alanso area be completed and that the
improvements needed to address the safety issues on Route 4 be made. The Court also authorized, to
the extent necessary, that the Receiver work with DPW to provide funding for the study and safety
improvements. We will work with DPW, as authorized by the Court, and keep the Court informed on
these issues.

Waste Disposed at the Ordot Dump and Layon Landfill
Table 14 shows the change in waste disposed of at the Layon Landfill for the reporting period compared
with the waste disposed of at the Ordot Dump during the same months one year ago. Waste disposal,
driven mostly by the addition of the Military as a customer, increased 11 percent. Waste disposal for
the period when the Military was excluded increased about 1.6 percent. Residential waste disposal
declined 3.4 percent, which, to some extent, may be attributable to diversion in the Curbside Recycling
Pilot Program.
Table 14

Waste from government agencies, primarily driven by the GWA, decreased 9.1 percent. Disposal of
waste by Mayors also decreased 7.4 percent. Waste from commercial accounts increased during the
period, and the significant increase in the “other” category is the result of community cleanup activities
and the increase in glass used as alternative landfill cover.
Figure 16 illustrates the change in total waste disposal for the reporting period, compared with the same
months in the previous two years.
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Figure 16

8. Guam Solid Waste Authority
During the reporting period, the Attorney General provided the guidance we sought in connection with
our analysis of the Guam Solid Waste Authority Act. The guidance was provided in two letters that are
included in this report as Tabs 10 and 11. During the coming months, we will continue to work with the
Office of the Attorney General to implement the guidance they have provided.

9. Next Steps
Ordot Dump Closure
Document field investigations and analyses, and develop the conceptual model for the closure
system design
Complete topographic work in additional property areas
Perform additional test pitting work into the waste to confirm waste edges in areas where waste
may be relocated
Secure ROE for Lot 37 and Lot 39 to continue with invasive investigation activities
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Install Phase II gas migration wells and continue monitoring for gas migration
Continue to monitor gas at the gas generation wells and develop data to evaluate beneficial use
scenarios
Complete wetland delineation, and associated archaeological and UXO surveys
Perform 2nd quarterly groundwater sampling event
Perform surface water, sediment and leachate sampling event
Continue to maintain interim soil cover as needed
Advance design based on field data gathered

Design and Construction Management
Continue to address Layon Landfill warranty work as needed
Put into operation the fuel storage tank
Finalize mechanical building roof treatment
Complete establishment of vegetation on finished slopes
Complete paving of the access road with friction course layer
Perform safety repairs at the GSWA main office
Finalize design for the Harmon transfer station and Household Hazardous Waste Facility and put out
to bid for construction
Begin designs for Agat, Dededo, and Malojloj transfer stations
Continue to follow up with DPW on the execution of projects to address Route 4 safety issues
Continue to track DPW progress on bridge/road work and the As-Alonso area stability study

Environmental Compliance and Monitoring
Continue to conduct GEPA/EPA bi-weekly meetings to guide and manage environmental permitting
and compliance
Report the first semi-annual results of the Detection Monitoring Program
Continue to support environmental compliance of the Layon Landfill operations
Continue to manage, monitor, and report the results of the Inarajan WWTP monitoring program
Develop a scope of work for further investigation of the conditions of the Santa Ana Dump
Begin to implement corrective actions of environmental conditions at transfer stations identified in
the environmental site assessments
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Operations
Continue to evaluate the feasibility of expanding the curbside recycling collection program to all
GSWA customers
Issue a Request for Interest (RFI) for a recycling processor and evaluate costs for expanding curbside
recycling collection to all GSWA customers
Continue planning the redesign of the transfer stations to make them compliant with all regulations
Continue management and leadership training
Develop a design and construct procurement for a building for the Household Hazardous Waste
Facility and procure the services of a private contractor to operate and manage the HHW operations
Continue to closely monitor all performance metrics to assure a high level of service to GSWA
customers

Financial
Continue to work with contactors to assure an orderly close-out of the construction contracts
Support the work for design and engineering services in connection with closure of the Ordot Dump
Carefully manage the Citibank Trustee Accounts and the bank accounts of the GSWA; keep all
parties informed
Continuously monitor the system’s cash flow to ensure that sufficient cash is on hand at all times
Continue to carefully monitor expenditures and revenue collections
Monitor the volume of waste and update rate information accordingly
Manage the contracts required to complete the Consent Decree projects
Update the rate filing with the PUC and support the PUC’s effort to approve final rates for the
system
Enforce the policies to assure that delinquent residential and commercial accounts are paid in full or
service is terminated
Continue to work with GWA to address their account balance
Work with the Military to address the issue of excluded waste
Assist the members of the GSWA board, when they are appointed, in preparing for their role after
the Receivership ends
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